QUALITY ENHANCEMENT PLAN
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

Meeting #19
July 31, 2014
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Provost's Conference Room

AGENDA

Call to Order & Welcome Smith
Approval of Minutes Smith
Summer SACs Institute Update Hernandez
Report on #bearourbanners Matherly/Hougland
Timeline Review Smith
Review of Proposal Draft All

Please substitute the following SLOs for the ones in the document:

1. Texas Tech students will be able to produce effective writing appropriate to their discipline or profession.
2. Texas Tech students will be able to deliver effective oral presentations appropriate for their discipline or profession.
3. Texas Tech students will effectively apply their communication skills within emerging global contexts, demonstrating an understanding of global systems.
4. Texas Tech students will demonstrate an ability to engage in ethical and analytical problem solving in a range of situations with diverse audiences, from local to global.

Other Business Smith
Next Meeting: the Week of August 4th Smith
Adjournment Smith